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Social Ontology 2023 - Abstracts for parallel sessions 

Harry Ainscough. Gender Classifica.ons and Trans-Inclusive Social Structures. 

Like other areas of philosophy that draw on marginalised perspec6ves, the goal of a be:er, more just and 
inclusive, social world is the overarching aim for work on trans-inclusive social ontology. However, the 
literature so far is dominated by how we should classify gender through accounts of gender terms, concepts, or 
kinds. The impulse behind this is clear: the aim is trans-inclusion, so we ought to engineer our concepts, as an 
example, such that trans people are classified correctly. In this paper I argue that to make progress, we ought 
to abandon the focus on classifica6ons as the central problem of analy6c trans philosophy. 

The social world, including socially intelligible meanings and social structures, is constructed in far more 
complicated ways than how we classify. I argue that where some contexts – such as trans subcultural contexts 
– have already enacted social structural change within them, we should turn towards these contexts as the 
basis from which to move towards broader social structural change (following Dembroff: 2018, Haslanger: 
forthcoming). Philosophical work that aims to make social structures more trans inclusive should turn to look 
at how trans subcultural contexts have successfully changed these structures, and how this can be 
incorporated in more mainstream contexts. In making this argument, I draw heavily on the work of Be:cher 
(Be:cher: 2013, 2020) and Dembroff (Dembroff: 2018), as both adopt a methodology embedded in both 
mainstream contexts and trans subculture. Through doing so, both reveal some of what can be gained from 
turning to trans subcultural contexts. 

Focusing on how we classify gender will not be enough to understand firstly, how trans subcultural contexts 
have developed an alterna6ve social structure, or secondly, how these social structural changes could be 
brought to a wider range of contexts. I argue that we ought to focus on how resistant social structures were 
constructed through developing alterna6ve, discursive and non-discursive, social prac6ces. Whilst Dembroff’s 
approach (Dembroff: 2018) for example, makes progress, I argue that their argument to import trans-inclusive 
classifica6on prac6ces has two significant, in6mately connected, limita6ons. Firstly, classifica6on prac6ces are 
s6ll not enough to change a social structure, and secondly, they s6ll adopt the parameters of the “trans-
inclusion debate” as it has been set up in dominant contexts, which seems to miss something that could have 
been gained by acknowledging the full extent of the structural differences between trans subcultural contexts 
and dominant contexts. 

In more recent work, however, Dembroff seems to be making a similar turn themselves. In 'Reimagining 
Transgender’ they ‘advocate for recentering transgender on the experience of costly and wilful gender 
deviance’ (Dembroff: forthcoming) Though their focus is ques6oning the value of ‘transgender’ as a term used 
to delineate a category of iden6ty, I believe their argument resonates with the argument I make here: the 
experiences and needs of the trans community might not centre on their categorisa6ons – whether as a 
par6cular gender, or as ‘trans’. 

Chris1an Airikka and Simon Helperin. A “Science First” Approach to Social Ontology. 

It is oZen said that social ontology deals with en66es studied by sociologists. Inspired by recent developments 
within the philosophy of physics we propose a “science first” approach, wherein one first examines case 
studies from the field of sociology and then describes the ontology the sociologist is commi:ed to. We find 
that we discover en66es that defy easy categorisa6on by current theories of social ontology. We begin by 
looking at research currently being done on status inequality between and within roman6c rela6onships. At 
this stage, we remain silent on whether or not the en66es under inves6ga6on are best understood as groups, 
kinds, categories, or any of the above. In sociology and economy we find concept-pairs such as endogamy/
exogamy, homogamy/heterogamy, and hypergamy/hypogamy. Focusing on the la:er, hypergamy refers to 
partnerships where a woman “marries up” in terms of e.g. educa6onal status, while hypogamy refers to the 
opposite. Empirical research indicates that changes in the rates of different rela6onship types over the last 
decades are driven by selec6on on partner status, and not by structural factors such as changes in the sizes of 
different status groups. For instance, the rela6ve number of hypergamous partnerships grows faster than 
societal changes would suggest, indica6ng that we ought to consider these concepts social en66es that exert 
influence on the social world. 

         



Zuzanna Krzykalska: On cons1tu1ve rules and marriage  

It is common in social ontological research to represent its key philosophical concept—the rela6on of 
metaphysical dependence—in a formalized way. Whether we talk about cons6tu6on, grounding or anchoring, 
we think of this dependence in terms of rules and we tend to represent it with ‘the arrow’. Such nota6on, 
while illustra6ve, can be quite problema6c. In this study I show that the arrow-formaliza6on leads to confusion 
when applied to complex examples of social construc6on. Nevertheless, I argue that it is valuable for social 
ontology to u6lize a sort of arrow-formula. Thus, I propose to examine problems with that arrow. When 
a:emp6ng to employ arrow-formulas to represent the cons6tu6on of some complex ins6tu6onal facts—such 
as legal facts—one finds themselves at a theore6cal crossroads. I argue that (1.) each decision regarding the 
formaliza6on turns out problema6c and (2.) seemingly kosher opera6ons on the formulas lead to very 
misleading results. As an example of such complex ins6tu6onal fact I examine a legal rule sta6ng a dependence 
of one legal fact upon a set of other ins6tu6onal facts. For this purpose I u6lize three arrow-formulas used in 
theories of J. Searle, B. Epstein and F. Hindriks. The example shows that—even with a well established 
theore6cal background of the cons6tu6ve mechanism—the formal language of the arrow requires 
interpreta6on. The problem seems to be that the familiar appearance of the formulas invites intui6ons 
regarding its structural pa:erns and the allowed manipula6on of its variables. In result, the inclina6on to treat 
the arrow-formulas as opera6onal might seem appropriate. However, there is li:le basis for knowing (1.) what 
the syntac6cal rules of the formulas’ language are and (2.) how to correctly use it in further philosophical 
delibera6ons. Thus, as it should follow, no interpreta6on of the formula itself would be appropriate or 
methodologically warranted in discussing the accounts of social facts. Nevertheless, in hope to u6lize the 
formulas as more than visual aid, I propose to consider three ways in which the arrow can be interpreted in a 
way that could allow to establish basic laws of logic or algebra for the ontological formulas represen6ng 
metaphysical dependence.  

Aleksandra Knežević. Uncovering the ontology of social change. 

I start this talk with the following assump6on: if we understand the ontology of social change, we are enabled 
to deliberately ini6ate it in a socially desired direc6on. Therefore, the main aim of this talk is to examine said 
ontology. 

To that aim, I first assume that social change happens when there is a change in social norms. For this reason, I 
argue that to uncover the ontology of social change, we need to understand the ontology of social norms. 
Further, by understanding the ontology of social norms, I claim that we are able to understand what social 
ac6ons are necessary for ini6a6ng social change. 

Second, I use Sperber’s (1985) framework of Cultural Cogni6ve Causal Chains (CCCC) to explain the 
metaphysics of social norms. Sperber uses CCCC to elucidate how cultural phenomena (e.g., social norms) 
exist. He defines cultural phenomena as long-las6ng and widely distributed cultural representa6ons. For 
Sperber, cultural representa6ons are a causal complex of two different kinds of representa6ons: mental 
representa6ons and public produc6ons. Simply speaking, mental representa6ons include things “in the head” 
such as beliefs, inten6ons, desires, etc., and public produc6ons include social objects that are public and 
include, for example, works of art, u:erances, wri:en symbols, etc. Therefore, Sperber argues that cultural 
phenomena exist as a chain or a complex in which two kinds of things causally interact: individual beliefs and 
social objects. 

In the last part of my talk, my ul6mate goal is to show that CCCC can be used for clarifying how causal and 
cons6tu6ve social construc6on cooperate in construing social kinds such as social beliefs and social objects. To 
do so, I first compare Sperber’s framework of CCCC and Haslanger’s (2007) ontology of social structures to 
demonstrate their similari6es. Then, contra Haslanger (2003) and Díaz-León (2013, 2018), I state my reasons 
for holding that causal social construc6on is relevant for those who aim to design strategies for achieving social 
change. Lastly, I claim that social change as a change in social norms can be deliberately ini6ated in a socially 
desired direc6on by manipula6ng the social objects cons6tuted by causally constructed public meanings. 


